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 Value % Change

SENSEX 39,728.41 -2.61%

NIFTY 11,680.35 -2.43%

BANK NIFTY 23,072.40 -3.36%

Value % Change

DOW 28,494.20 -0.07%

NASDAQ 11,713.87 -0.47%

Events Today CAC 4,837.42 -2.11%

DAX 12,703.75 -2.49%

Dividend FTSE 5,832.52 -1.73%

COSPOWER EW ALL SHARE 19,706.89 -2.09%

HIMTEK Morning Asian Market (8:30 am)

Ex-Date: 16/10/2020 SGX NIFTY 11,762.00 0.75%

23,506.50 0.00%

Results HANG SENG 24,282.00 0.51%

BAJAJCON

FEDERALBNK Value % Change

HCLTECH         50,700.00 0.31%

TATACOMM SILVER 61,420.00 -0.30%

PHILIPCARB 42.83 -0.72%

SHAKTIPUMP 204.00 3.40%

TINPLATE

Value % Change
73.38 0.11%

85.96 -0.14%

95.22 0.71%

Value % Change

5.90 -0.03%
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Please refer to page pg 09 for Bulk deals, 

Dividends, Bonus, Spilts, Buyback.
Quote of the Day : “There is a risk in everything, so be prepared for the ups and downs”

Yesterday, Nifty opened positive at 12023.45

and made a high of  12025.45. From there it

moved towards the low of 11661.30 and

closed negative at 11680.35 levels. Broader

selling was witnessed in all the sectoral

indices. India VIX closed positive by 9.14% at

22.05

Fresh lockdown in Europe due to the second

wave of coronavirus and fading hope of

further stimulus in the US triggered heavy

correction on D-Street. Formation of Bearish

engulfing on daily chart indicate more room

for correction but market will try to stabilise

near 11580-11600 zone. As of now resistance

has shifted lower towards 11790 followed by

11900 levels on upside. 
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Investor Buy(Cr.) Sale(Cr.) Net(Cr.)

15-Oct-20 6544 7148 (604)

Oct-20 60975 54306 6669 

2020 1243285 1300237 (56952)

Investor Buy(Cr.) Sale(Cr.) Net(Cr.)

15-Oct-20 3251 4059 (808)

Oct-20 32454 39371 (6918)

2020 903236 841017 62218 

Institutional Turnover

FII

DII



IEA Snapshot

INFY BUY

WIPRO - Buyback PARTICIPATE

WIPRO BUY

IIP & CPI MACRO

TCS HOLD

13-Oct-20

The Index of Industrial Production for the month of August 2020 declined by 8 per cent. The decline was mainly due to slow output from manufacturing,
mining and electricity generation. The IIP for the April-Aug period stood at -25% as opposed to 2.4% in the same period during the previous year. Mining
activity, manufacturing activity and electricity generation saw de growth at 9.8%, 8.6% and 1.8% respectively. Consumer Price Index for the month of
September 2020 further jumped up to 7.34% as opposed to 6.69% a month ago. Key inflationary trends in the food index could be seen in Vegetables
(20.73%), Pulses & Products (14.67%) and Meat & Fish (17.60%) due to supply constraints still prevalent in many parts of the country. Food Inflation has
however eased down from last month’s 10.68% to 9.05% in the month of September. The Consumer Price Index mainly pained by higher food and personal
care prices has also a base effect impact for the higher inflationary trends. We believe the CPI to ease out by the end of the calendar year. The Monetary
Policy Committee has hence held the rate cuts as the supply shock pressures are still upbeat in the economy. The RBI may further cut rates only after the
inflation falls below the RBI's comfortable band of below 6%.

08-Oct-20

Despite the challenging environment of COVID-19 the spending on technology and development by various sectors reduced still TCS managed to grow on
account of BFSI and retail sector. Margin expansion based on lower employee cost while the salary hike rolled out and effective from October will create
pressure on margins. Due to an exceptional item as provision of Rs. 1284 Cr. created against legal claim filed by Epic systems against TCS reduced bottom line
2QFY20. Strong growth aspect could be seen in near term based on the deal wins growth of 25% to USD $ 8.6 billion. We value the stock at Rs. 2911 valued at
30 times FY22E EPS HOLD.
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Sequentially improvement in demand along with robust pipeline of deals both medium as well as large leads to revenue growth of 3.7% QoQ in rupee terms
and 2% QoQ on CC terms. Positive movement in volumes helps in 2Q and will become a growth factor for 3Q revenue. Consecutive margin expansion led by
operating leverage benefit despite rupee appreciation and employee hiring. Interaction of management with customer and partner will built strong
relationship going ahead. We recommend to BUY the stock with the target of Rs. 415 valued at 22 times FY22E EPS.

15-Oct-20

Consecutive improvement in revenue based on multiple dimensions like digital scaling, large deal wins, continues account expansion, strong client matrix,
very strong Q1. Based on the above parameters; management has revised and increased its revenue growth guidance to 2-3% YoY in CC terms. Margin
expansion in 2Q achieved after rewarding employee 100% variable pay and one-time special bonus. Margin guidance also improved for FY21 to be in the
range of 23-25% (vs 21-23% earlier). On account of healthy pipeline and robust large deal win in 2Q will become growth factor going ahead. We value our
stock at Rs. 1254 valued at 26 times FY22E EPS, recommend to BUY.

14-Oct-20

Wipro is a leading global information technology (IT), consulting and business process services (BPS) company. Based on previous Buyback offer of WIPRO,
we assume that around 35% shareholders in retail segment shall tender their shares and hence acceptance ratio can come to around 75%. This generates an
expected return of 13.1% assuming post buyback price to be Rs 415. Fundamentally we have Buy rating on the stock. However, we recommend investors to
participate in Buyback offer for short term gain.

14-Oct-20
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NARNOLIA BULLETIN

 US markets ended weak; Dow down 20 pts; Nasdaq loss 55 pts

 US weekly jobless claims 8.98 lkh; highest number since Aug’20

 SGX Nifty Fut 11759 up 64 pts at 7.35 am IST today

 Asian indices indicates flat to muted start; Hangseng up 0.5%

 European markets fell 2.5% yesterday

 Dollar Index trades at 93.80

 WTI trades at 40.81$; Brent trades at 42.94$ per bbl

 European markets eyeing to brutal second wave of Coronovirus

 France witnessed 30000 new cases in single day

 NBC TV and WallStreet journal polls indicate Biden more favourable

 GoI to borrow up to Rs 1.1 lkh crs on behalf states to meet GST shortfall

 Y’day in cash seg: FIIs sold 604 crs; DIIs sold 808 crs

 Index Futures: FIIs reduced 218 longs; added 1711 shorts

 FIIs long exposure at 65% in Index Futures

 Nifty Put Call ratio at 0.99, India VIX up 10%

 Highest Open Interest in Nifty at 11600 Put and 11800 Call

 Fresh shorts seen in Bajaj Finance

 Long unwinding seen in Mindtree, Bandhan Bank, TechM

 Markets witnessed heavy selling yesterday with loss of 2.5% in Nifty

 Intraday players may try to go long with yesterday low 11661 as stoploss

 If yesterday low breaks then markets will see supports at 20DMA

 20DMA for Nifty 11485; BankNifty 22281; Nifty IT 20602

 Mindtree Q2FY21: $ rev growth 3.1%; EBIT margins 17.3%

 Cyient Q2FY21: Ebit Margins 11% vs 5.1% (QoQ); Outlook for H2FY21 positive

 South Indian Bank Q2FY21: NII at 663.1 crs; up 13.5% (YoY); 12.99% (QoQ)

 Hathaway Cable Q2FY21: Margins 27.9% vs 23.7% (YoY)

 BhartiAirtel: CCI approves for Carlyle stake buy in co’s data centre arm

 Persistent Systems to acquire US-based CAPIOT software for $6.34 m

 Today earnings: HCLTech, Bajaj Consumer, Federal Bank



Red: Negative Impact Green: Positive Impact Black : Neutral.
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Stock In News

 India's exports rise 6% to $27.58 billion in September: India's exports increased 5.99 percent year-on-year to $27.58
billion in September, according to the government data released on October 15. Exports stood at $26.02 billion in
September 2019. The country's imports declined 19.6 percent to $30.31 billion in September. It was $37.69 billion in the
same month last year. The trade deficit in September was $2.72 billion, compared to $11.67 billion in the year-ago
month.

 Cyient Q2FY21 U.S. Dollar revenue up 3.4% to $135 million Revenue up 1.2% to Rs 1,003.3 crore Net profit up 3% to Rs
83.9 crore Ebit up 2.5 times to Rs 99.7 crore Ebit margin at 9.9% from 4% Lower employee costs aid margin expansion
Other income of Rs 68.4 crore in the base quarter Constant Currency Revenue growth of 1.3% All numbers are
consolidated and compared on a quarter-on-quarter basis

 Mindtree Q2FY21 U.S. Dollar revenue up 3.1% to $261 million Revenue up 1% to Rs 1,926 crore Net profit up 19.1% to Rs
253.7 crore Ebit up 11.6% to Rs 321.5 crore Ebit margin at 16.7% from 15.1% Constant Currency Growth of 2.1% Declares
interim dividend of Rs 7.5 per share All numbers are consolidated and compared on a quarter-on-quarter basis

 Hathway Cable & Datacom Q2FY21 Revenue down 2.5% to Rs 431.2 crore Net profit of Rs 52.2 crore from net loss of Rs
2.6 crore Ebitda up 14.7% to Rs 120.4 crore Ebitda margin at 27.9% from 23.8% Broadband business revenue up 10% to
Rs 153.3 crore Cable TV business revenue down 8.2% to Rs 277.9 crore Lower other expenses aid margin expansion
Lower finance costs, depreciation helped return to profit All numbers are consolidated and compared on a year-on-year
basis.

 South Indian Bank: The bank’s net profit in Q2FY21 fell 23 percent to Rs 65.1 crore from Rs 84.5 crore while net interest
income rose 13.6 percent to Rs 663.1 crore from Rs 584.3 crore, YoY.

 Persistent Systems: To acquire entire business of U.S.-based Capiot Software for $6.34 million. Additional incentive-
based payments for the next three years amount to another 6 million. The acquisition is subject to customary closing
conditions and is likely to be completed within 2-4 weeks.

 Bharti Airtel: Competition Commission of India approves completion of first closing of the company's arm Nxtra Data to
the Carlyle group. The company on July 1 had announced that the Carlyle Group will acquire 25% stake in the company's
data centre business at a valuation of $1.2 billion.

 AstraZeneca Pharma: To launch Calquence in India on October 21. Company had received import and market permission
from Drugs Controller General of India on March 12. The drug is used to treat various types of blood cancer.

 SRF, NavinFlourine, Voltas, Bluestar, Amber: The government on Thursday banned imports of ‘air conditioners with
refrigerants’ with a view to promote domestic manufacturing and cut imports of non-essential items. China and Thailand
are the top exporters of air conditioners to India, as per government data. Together the two contribute over 90% of
India’s imports of the good.
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Management Concall

TATAELXSI 2QFY21 Concall Highlights:

 Revenue from operations grew by 7.4% QoQ and 11.5% YoY; 6.9% QoQ and 4.4% YoY in CC terms.
 Sequential growth in revenue is largely driven by volume line in 2Q.
 The company’s growth is driven primarily by EPD and IDV. EPD i.e. company’s largest division grew by 7.1% QoQ and 15.1% YoY.
 IDV also posted smart growth of 15.1% QoQ with some key international design project wins.
 Within EPD, Healthcare grew at 14.1% QoQ and Media and Communications delivered another quarter of steady growth at 6.7%

QoQ.
 The Transportation vertical grew by 5.6% QoQ. Management is seeing some recovery in the automotive market. They have closed

some large deals including a multi-year deal with a European Tier1 supplier for vehicle electronics and software. Management have
also added new automotive customers including a new OEM.

 Strong deal pipeline across geos and verticals, and a significant number of large deals are pursuing in 2HFY21.
 TATAELXSI is back to pre-Covid momentum and expect this momentum to continue into H2FY21.
 Based on the company’s performance in 2Q, management is announcing employee salary hike from 1St Oct 2020.
 Employee expense for 3rd quarter in terms of hike i.e. 6-8% is expected hike in salary of employee as per management.
 Management guidance for PBT margins is in the range of 22-24% for FY21, expect to be in the upper end of the same.
 Other expense improved in 2Q as 95% of the employees are working from home and discretionary expenses, employee travel,

celebrations etc.
 Management expect at least one quarter company can save on travel front and from FY22 it’s expected to get normal in terms of

other expense.
 Onsite: Offshore mix tilted towards offshore, and management expects it’s being there in the right direction. If it’s remains or tilted

more towards that then margins will improve.
 Onsite: Offshore mix is expected to be same at least for the next 1-2 quarter as per management. However, it’s also dependent on

how country’s open up and travel restrictions will be removed.
 Deal pipeline remain strong across all the policy verticals, pipeline, various consolidation opportunities going ahead.
 TATAELXSI with GEC Schaeffler is a customer relationship for offshore development.
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Management Concall

MINDTREE 2QFY20 Concall highlight:

 World across is emerging from this global pandemic led by the strong believe that technology become the focus point for business
continuity and growth.

 Within company’s portfolio management is increasingly seeing client’s engagement to enable them and transfer their business model
such as only channel and direct to consumer.

 In 2Q, revenue is USD $ 261 million growth of 3.1% QoQ with continue margin expansion of 141 BPS.
 The all-round performance along with USD $ 694 million TCV wins for 1HFY21 demonstrate approach to balance operational

efficiencies and drive profitable growth, despite 1HFY21 was unpreceded by global events.
 Business continuity plan built on 3 pillars: i) safety of MINDTREE minds, ii) passion for technology, iii) remain connected with clients

and community.
 Various people initiatives and facilities were initiated during the quarter to support MINDTREE minds including their family members.
 Differentiator clearly helping management in accelerating the transformation journey for clients of the company. This includes

coming out with unique business models, delivery tangible outcomes.
 Service offerings aligned to meet end-to-end demands. Collaboration with partner ecosystem, functional and technology expertise.
 Delivery excellence with secure notional model and future ready MINDTREE minds.
 Clients are extremely supportive and appreciating the difference management brings to the table, together redefining possibility.
 Management invented reimaged loyalty program for renowned international luxury hotel change which enabled customer

experience and reduced operating expense.
 Management implemented a digital solution on Cloud for a large life insurance provider by enabling key interviews for life order

entry, leading to additional business for the client.
 MINDTREE implemented an RPA ward for fortune 500 gaining merchandise retailer enabling quick responses and thus helping in time

to market and improve customer experience.
 Building subject matter expertise and agility in delivery helps company to satisfy their clients.
 MINDTREE recognition as an expert manage service provider for Microsoft signify its expertise in Cloud services.
 Delivery and Operations team on receiving one of the highest score for delivery projects T plus T in a remote working scenario.
Financial Highlights
 Revenue of USD $ 261 million reported in 2Q.
 Industrial Segment: Retail, CPG and manufacturing grew 7.6%, Travel transport and Hospitality grew 5.9%, BFSI grew 3.3% and

Communication media and technology grew 0.7%.
 Revenue among the geographies; North America: Continental Europe: UK & Ireland: Asia Pacific contributes 77.4%:7.5%:7.9% and

7.2% respectively.
 Revenue contribution based on service lines are: Customer success: 38.9%, Data & Intelligence: 14.2%, Cloud: 19% and Enterprise IT:

27.9%.
 Order wins in 2Q was USD $ 303 million and USD $ 694 million for 1HFY21 across industry, which is 10% YoY growth from 1HFY20.
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Management Concall

CYIENT 2QFY21 Concall Highlights:

Financial highlights
 Revenue posted Rs. 10033 million grew by 1.2% on QoQ basis and in USD $ terms; revenue was $ 135 million grew 3.4% sequentially

and 1.3% in CC terms.
 Services revenue at USD $ 114.1 million signifies growth of 1.7% QoQ and slight degrowth in CC terms.
 EBIT margins stood at 11% for the quarter grew by 586 bps sequentially.
 Services EBIT is at 12.2% for 2Q higher 542 bps QoQ, primarily by improvement in operational efficiency.
 DLM revenue stood at USD $ 20.9 million with the growth of 13.3% QoQ. EBIT margin for DLM is at 4.7% which is higher by 926 bps

sequentially, primarily because of the mix and quality of revenue.
 DLM margins are expected to be sustainable over Q3 and Q4 for FY21 as per management.
 Transport communication and medical are the verticals in services side which have given growth QoQ basis.
 Improvement in margins is basically due to improvement in operational matrix like offshoring improved by 3% to 53.1% along with

improvement in Utilization by 4% at 78.8%.
 Voluntary attrition for the quarter was contained at 9.2%. Attrition will stay in the high single digits in 2H.
 PAT for the quarter stood at Rs. 839 million with the growth of 3% QoQ.
 FCF is over Rs. 200 Cr. in 2Q and for the second consecutive quarter mainly driven by data collections, reduction in DSO by 10 days,

tax and CAPEX optimization. This is a significant achievement inspite of the fact that in 1Q there was govt. benefit of Rs. 52 Cr. with
HCIS which is not available in 2Q.

 FCF/EBITDA conversion stood at 131.4% for the quarter.
Business Highlights
 Company intend to acquire IG partners to strengthen the digital capability in the energy and mining industry. Mining is expected to

be new interesting avenue for the company where there is fair amount of digital technology being used.
 IG partner consulting and advisory & technology capability along with CYIENT’s digital capability will give unique value proposition to

the client which company will be able to deliver to the mining industry.
 Manufacturing Collaboration with Agappe to bring World-Class Diagnostic Capabilities to Rural India. CYIENT will manufacture certain

key components of Mispa Count X product.
 CYIENT certified Gold Status in the Esri Partner Network which is an important aspect for geospatial business and will significantly

improve pipeline of deals because of this.
 Launch of Empowering Tomorrow Together will cover activities under four focus areas: education, digital literacy, social innovation,

and community development.
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Management Interview

BAJAJ-AUTO Management interview

 Bajaj Auto is looking to expand its footprint for Chetak to 30 cities from 4QFY21. The company recently resumed production of the
Chetak after COVID-19 disrupted supply chains.

 The company launched its electric two-wheeler, the Chetak in January 2020.
 Priced at Rs.1.15 lakh and with a range of 95km, the Chetak is currently available in 17 select KTM dealerships in Pune and Bengaluru.
 The company has so far dispatched 600 units of the Chetak, including about 300 units in September alone. The company was forced

to halt the production and bookings of the Chetak in March due to the nationwide lockdown.
 It is exploring the possibility of launching the Chetak in Hyderabad, Chennai, Delhi, Gurgaon, Jaipur, Vizag and Goa in the first phase

of its expansion plan.



EXCHANGE Date SECURITY CODE DEAL TYPE QUANTITY PRICE

BSE 15-10-20 ACEMEN S 30,000 23.35

BSE 15-10-20 ATAM B 36,000 39.94

BSE 15-10-20 ATAM S 33,000 39.95

BSE 15-10-20 ETIL S 100,000 4.4

BSE 15-10-20 GMPL B 15,200 167.58

BSE 15-10-20 GMPL B 11,200 171.6

BSE 15-10-20 GMPL S 800 174

BSE 15-10-20 LLOYDSME B 1,508,607 11

BSE 15-10-20 LLOYDSME S 1,500,000 11

BSE 15-10-20 PRAVEG S 48,355 53.67

BSE 15-10-20 PRAVEG B 38,847 52.51

BSE 15-10-20 REGENCY S 20,000 29.35

BSE 15-10-20 REGENCY S 20,000 29.7

BSE 15-10-20 REGENCY B 72,880 29.5

BSE 15-10-20 REGENCY S 83,020 29.35

BSE 15-10-20 REGENCY B 34,000 29.35

BSE 15-10-20 REGENCY B 34,000 29.35

BSE 15-10-20 REGENCY S 19,000 29.3

BSE 15-10-20 SAGARPROD B 400,000 5.89

BSE 15-10-20 SAGARPROD B 400,000 5.89

BSE 15-10-20 SAGARPROD S 814,000 5.89

BSE 15-10-20 TRANSPACT B 6,000 136

BSE 15-10-20 TRANSPACT S 6,000 136

EXCHANGE SECURITY CODE SECURITY NAME EX- DATE

BSE 542830 IRCTC 19-10-20 Final Dividend - Rs. - 2.5000
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ATUL UMAKANT REGE

SWATI ATUL REGE

TALISMAN SECURITIES PRIVATE LIMITED

HARSHA RAJESHBHAI JHAVERI

ARYAMAN BROKING LIMITED

Corporate Action
PURPOSE RECORD DATE

20-Oct-20

AMANDEEP SINGH

AMANDEEP SINGH

LALITHA VASUDEVAN

CHANDRASEKHARAPURAM SUBRAMANYAM BALASUBRAMANIAN

VIJAY KUMAR CHANDHOK

BULK DEAL
CLIENT NAME

SHIV PARVATI LEASING PRIVATE LIMITED

PARSHOTAM LAL JAIN

SHERWOOD SECURITIES PVT LTD

SHERWOOD SECURITIES PVT LTD

HALAN FINANCE & INVESTMENT PRIVATE LIMITED

SHAILESHKUMAR HANSRAJBHAI PATEL

RIKHAV SECURITIES LIMITED

SWAL LIMITED

NITU TRADING COMPANY LIMITED

OM HARI MAHABIR HALAN HUF

RAJESHKUMAR KANTILAL PATEL

RAMINA

M.P.SIDANA (HUF)



 

PARTICIPANT WISE OPEN INTEREST

MARKET MOVERS (1 MONTH CHANGE)
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Long Position Short Position 

 Nifty Movers NSE Sectoral Indices Performance



BSE Code Company Name Result Date BSE Code Company Name Result Date

507685 WIPRO 12-Oct-20 533573 APLLTD 22-Oct-20

540124 GNA 12-Oct-20 500820 ASIANPAINT 22-Oct-20

511473 INDBANK 12-Oct-20 532977 BAJAJ-AUTO 22-Oct-20

523465 INDBNK 12-Oct-20 500490 BAJAJHLDNG 22-Oct-20

540797 SHALBY 12-Oct-20 532523 BIOCON 22-Oct-20

532652 KTKBANK 13-Oct-20 533519 L&amp;TFH 22-Oct-20

513010 TATASTLLP 13-Oct-20 526299 MPHASIS 22-Oct-20

500209 INFY 14-Oct-20 532628 3IINFOTECH 22-Oct-20

500408 TATAELXSI 14-Oct-20 532853 ASAHISONG 22-Oct-20

532974 BIRLAMONEY 14-Oct-20 541729 HDFCAMC 22-Oct-20

533137 DEN 14-Oct-20 523828 MENONBE 22-Oct-20

509567 GOACARBON 14-Oct-20 500314 ORIENTHOT 22-Oct-20

523445 RIIL 14-Oct-20 500027 ATUL 23-Oct-20

500055 TATASTLBSL 14-Oct-20 500228 JSWSTEEL 23-Oct-20

532966 TWL 14-Oct-20 500790 NESTLEIND 23-Oct-20

532175 CYIENT 15-Oct-20 533179 PERSISTENT 23-Oct-20

532819 MINDTREE 15-Oct-20 532755 TECHM 23-Oct-20

532218 SOUTHBANK 15-Oct-20 533023 WABCOINDIA 23-Oct-20

521064 TRIDENT 15-Oct-20 526397 ALPHAGEO 23-Oct-20

533162 HATHWAY 15-Oct-20 532988 RANEENGINE 23-Oct-20

532987 RBL 15-Oct-20 506655 SUDARSCHEM 23-Oct-20

517447 RSSOFTWARE 15-Oct-20 500171 GHCL 26-Oct-20

524394 VIMTALABS 15-Oct-20 500252 LAXMIMACH 26-Oct-20

533229 BAJAJCON 16-Oct-20 532720 M&MFIN 26-Oct-20

500469 FEDERALBNK 16-Oct-20 500250 LGBBROSLTD 26-Oct-20

532281 HCLTECH 16-Oct-20 500407 SWARAJENG 26-Oct-20

500483 TATACOMM 16-Oct-20 500008 AMARAJABAT 27-Oct-20

506590 PHILIPCARB 16-Oct-20 500870 CASTROLIND 27-Oct-20

531431 SHAKTIPUMP 16-Oct-20 523405 JMFINANCIL 27-Oct-20

504966 TINPLATE 16-Oct-20 500472 SKFINDIA 27-Oct-20

540376 DMART 17-Oct-20 500570 TATAMOTORS 27-Oct-20

500180 HDFCBANK 17-Oct-20 532215 AXISBANK 28-Oct-20

500410 ACC 19-Oct-20 500124 DRREDDY 28-Oct-20

500825 BRITANNIA 19-Oct-20 500660 GLAXO 28-Oct-20

500040 CENTURYTEX 19-Oct-20 500182 HEROMOTOCO 28-Oct-20

531531 HATSUN 19-Oct-20 532497 RADICO 28-Oct-20

540115 LTTS 19-Oct-20 500114 TITAN 28-Oct-20

500355 RALLIS 19-Oct-20 519552 HERITGFOOD 28-Oct-20

533326 TEXRAIL 19-Oct-20 500245 KIRLFER 28-Oct-20

502219 BORORENEW 19-Oct-20 523207 KOKUYOCMLN 28-Oct-20

505400 TEXINFRA 19-Oct-20 511243 CHOLAFIN 29-Oct-20

532482 GRANULES 20-Oct-20 533088 MHRIL 29-Oct-20

500696 HINDUNILVR 20-Oct-20 532343 TVSMOTOR 29-Oct-20

540005 LTI 20-Oct-20 541269 CHEMFABALKA 29-Oct-20

532756 MAHINDCIE 20-Oct-20 504067 ZENSARTECH 29-Oct-20

524226 GAEL 20-Oct-20 530965 IOC 30-Oct-20

500266 MAHSCOOTER 20-Oct-20 532313 MAHLIFE 30-Oct-20

532527 RKFORGE* 20-Oct-20 520056 SUNCLAYLTD 30-Oct-20

532978 BAJAJFINSV 21-Oct-20 530999 BALAMINES 30-Oct-20

500034 BAJFINANCE 21-Oct-20 532737 EMKAY 30-Oct-20

500110 CHENNPETRO 21-Oct-20 532174 ICICIBANK 31-Oct-20

539268 SYNGENE 21-Oct-20 500010 HDFC 02-Nov-20

532538 ULTRACEMCO 21-Oct-20 500260 RAMCOCEM 02-Nov-20

509966 VSTIND 21-Oct-20 533393 TCIDEVELOP 02-Nov-20

505255 GMM 21-Oct-20 540212 TCIEXP 02-Nov-20

532661 RML 21-Oct-20 534804 CARERATING 03-Nov-20

540595 TEJASNET 21-Oct-20 504973 CHOLAHLDNG 03-Nov-20
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Result Calendar Q2FY21



Country Monday 12th Oct 2020 Tuesday 13th Oct 2020 Wednesday 14th Oct 2020 Thursday 15th Oct 2020 Friday 16th Oct 2020

US
OPEC Monthly Report, CPI, 

Federal Budget Balance
PPI

API Weekly Crude Oil Stock, 

Initial Jobless Claims, Crude Oil 

Inventories

Industrial Production

UK/EUROPE
Claimant Count Change, 

Unemployment Rate

Industrial Production, Labour 

Productivity
CPI, Trade Balance

INDIA CPI, IIP WPI Trade Balance FX Reserves, USD

Economic Calendar 
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